Two 90-minute sessions help educators maximize student learning with Wit & Wisdom in Sync™ through in-person, distance, or hybrid instruction:

- Learn Anywhere with Wit & Wisdom in Sync: Foundations
- Learn Anywhere with Wit & Wisdom in Sync: Preparation

### Outcome
- Deepen understanding of Wit & Wisdom in Sync.
- Strengthen skills to prepare to teach with Wit & Wisdom in Sync.
- Improve implementation of Wit & Wisdom in Sync.

### When
Schedule Learn Anywhere with Wit & Wisdom in Sync after Launch Wit & Wisdom and Module and Lesson Study.

### Who
- Teachers
- Instructional coaches
- Administrators

### What
In this session, participants
- In Learn Anywhere with Wit & Wisdom in Sync: Foundations, participants
  - engage in guided exploration of the design and key features of Wit & Wisdom in Sync.
- In Learn Anywhere with Wit & Wisdom in Sync: Preparation, participants analyze an annotated Wit & Wisdom in Sync lesson and apply what they learn from the analysis to prepare an upcoming lesson.